ver, the embedded Intersection point given by X 1 =X 2 =X 3 =0 has no multiplicity in the sense of the intersection theory as presented in [4, 20] , Therefore the main purpose of this paper is to describe contributions of non-isolated components to the intersection theory. Hence our approach also yields new results concerning a converse of Bezout's theorem (see [2,3 ? 15, 21, 22] ). Finally, we conclude by studying some examples and problems. § lo Notations ami Preliminary Before embarking on the proofs of the theorems we must prove several preliminary results. First we want to recall the main theorem of [18, 20] . Let X, Y be pure dimensional subschemes of P\ with defining ideals I(X) and for / = 0, -, n .
We note that (7 0 , -, l n )*R=(x 0 -y Q9 -, x n -y H )'R= : c. We set
5:=Kndl-dimension of I(X)+I(Tf in R, :-Krull-dimension of I(X)+I(Y) in R s , and :-dim X n F-(dim X+dim Y-n), that is,
e is the excess dimension of X and Y, We note that n-e=d-d-l. Uf 
Take the linear forms / 0 , -, l^d^ and put (I(X)-R+I(Y)'R). 1 :=I(X)R+ I(Y)'R, and (I(X)R+I(YYR) m : = ! U -R+UWX)R+I(YYX)

or any m=Q, 8e°3 d-d-l, where U(°°°) is the Intersection of all highest dimen-
sional primary ideals belonging to the ideal ('°°)°F urthermore, we put ) 8 
_ d -2 , and
Following [18, 20, 2] we want to recall the construction of the collection C and the definition of the intersection multiplicities j(X 9 Y; C) and k(X, Y; C) for all elements C of C.
The collection C contains irreducible and reduced subvarieties, say C, of X fl F lying in P n K with the property that dim X fl F^dim C ;>dim X+ dim Y-n. We shall denote here this collection of subvarieties by C(X, Y). When there is no possibility of confusion we will denote C(X, Y) simply by C.
The elements of C of dimension dim X fl Y-i for f=0, •••, e are defined as follows :
Consider all prime ideals belonging to U(a i +l n _ e+i R) and containing the ideal c-J^. Then these prime ideals modulo C-.R define irreducible and reduced subvarieties of X fl Y in P n K . These subvarieties are the elements of C of dimension equal to dim X fl Y-i. Hence the above definitions describe an intersection algorithm in the ruled join construction of P 2 K +l (for a wealth of background material on this join construction, see, e.g., [5, 8] ). It follows immediately from the above construction that every irreducible component of X n Y belongs to C. We denote by C iIT the collection of irreducible components of X n Y. We set C h : = {C<=C with dim C = dim X n F}.
Observe that
But we also have elements of C defined by certain embedded prime ideals belonging to I(X)+I(Y) (see, e.g., our example of the introduction). More-over, our algorithm also does yield some extra components of X fi Y defined over k or K (see Example 2 of § 4). Therefore an important object is the (dim X n Y-i )-dimensional cycle where the sum is taken over all C ^C of dimension equal to dim X fl Y-i for /=0, ••-, e. This shows that the Segre-Mather classes of [25] naturally appears in our cycle theory (see also [7, 3] ). Hence our above intersection algorithm does yield an affirmative answer to some questions asked in [26], (2.6) and (3.5).
We need main results of [18, 20] and [2, 3] .
Lemma 1 (Refined Bezouf s theorem of [18, 20] 
As a corollary we therefore obtain a converse of Bezout's theorem.
Corollary,, degree X-degree F<^ 2 k(X, Y; C) degree C if and only if
We will also apply a certain bilinear property of the above intersection algorithm in the join construction of P 2 g +l . We therefore state a theorem of additivity and a reduction theorem needed for the proof of our theorems. There are different arguments in proving this result. For example, L. van Gastel [6, 7] described geometrically and partly generalized the intersection theory of [18, 20] . Hence the following lemma is clear from the definition of the above algorithm (see [6] , Remark 4.4).
Lemma 3 e Let X, Y be pure dimensional subschemes of PI with defining ideals I(X) and
We consider primary decompositions of I(X) and J(F), say I(X)=q 1 Then we have 
contained in an (n-r fi )-plane but not lying in an (n-r f j -l)-plane. Let e^O be the excess dimension of X and Y, that is, e=dim X fl F-(dim Z+dim Y-n). Consider the following conditions:
Proof, (a): (i)=>(il): We will show that the collection C(X 3 Y) = C h (X, Y), Therefore we consider the Intersection algorithm in the join construction as developed in [18, 20] (see also § 1) by taking always the radical of the corresponding ideals. Let I(X t ) and I(Yj) be the defining ideals of X i and YJ, resp. for all i = l, °°°9 r and j=l, °°°3 s.
Hence we get Rad(7(3T), 7(7)', / 0 , .», 4_ e ) = nRad(/(JT,), 7(7,)', 7 0 , -, 4_ e ) . i.y
The ideal Rad/(X g -)nRad/(7y) does contain r f -y linear Independent forms of degree 1. Since r^^e we therefore may assume that the e elements x n -e+lỹ n-e+i, -, ^-j,eRad(/(T 3 .) 5 
Consider all integers i, l^i^r, and j, l^-j^s, such that CS
Xf n YJ. We assume that fij^e-c+l for all these integers i and j. Then C does not belong to the collection C(X 9 Y), that is, C does not yield a contribution to the intersection theory.
Proof. We consider again the intersection algorithm by taking always the radical of the corresponding ideals. Moreover, we regard this algorithm with respect to the localization at the prime ideal /(C)+c where /(C) is the defining ideal of C. Then we get e(Rad(a c )) /(c)+c .
Since r^Sre-c+1 we obtain that Therefore we have c£(Rad(a c )) /(Z) ) +c . Hence (Rad(a c )) /(C ) +c is the whole ring since the prime ideals belonging to a c do not contain the ideal c (see the intersection algorithm of § 1). Therefore the intersection algorithm shows that , q.e.d.
Remark 2.1. We would like to study again our example from the introduction by applying Theorem 2. With the same notations as in the introduction and Remark 1.3, consider the non-isolated intersection point C defined by ;q=:jc 2 =;c 3 =0, Then we get c = l and e=l. Since C £ J^i n Y l but C ffil" 2 n Y l we only have r u = l satisfying our assumption of Theorem 2: r u^e -c+l. Therefore we obtain C$C, that is, C has no multiplicity in the sense of the intersection theory of [4, 20] . Remark 3.1. Consider again our example from the introduction. With the same notations as In the introduction and Remark 1.3, consider the nonisolated Intersection point P defined by ^0=^=^2=0. Then we see that P is an Isolated intersection point of X 2 r\Y lf Therefore Theorem 3 shows that 5 F) 3 that is, P has a multiplicity in the sense of the intersection theory of [4, 20] . § 3o On a Converse of Bezout's Theorem An aim of this section is to discuss the following problem (see [22] , problem 1): Let X 9 Y be pure dimensional subschemes of P n . Under which circumstances is the following implication true :
Of course, examples show that this is not true in general (see, e.g., [2, 3, 7] ). However, the following theorem yields some applications for a solution of this problem. Proof, (a) : We will reach the desired result by a suitable deepening of the approach as presented in the proof of the theorem of [22] and [14] .
(i)=^>(ii 
Hence we obtain that C itI (X 9 Y)=C(X, F), and also j(X 9 Y; Q=k(X, Y; C) for all C^C(X, Y). Therefore we get from Lemma 3 of § 1 and Lemma 4 of [22] 
that C(V i9 W f )=C it £V, 9 W s ) and j(V i9 W-C)=k(V i9 W-C) for all
These properties do yield the following:
by 
(V i9 Wj)=C(V i9 Wj). There is a 1-1 correspondence between the elements of C(X i9 Yj)=C((Xi) ted9 (Fy) red ) and C(V i9 Wj). Therefore we obtain C(X i9 Yj)=C h (Xi, Yj). Our lemma 3 yields condition (iii).
(b): Example 2 of [22] shows that the implication (iii)=^(ii) is not true in general. 
=^ (iii) follows from Theorem 1 . (iv) =^ (ii) : Our lemma 4 provides j(X, Y; C)=k(X, Y; C)
. Therefore the theorem of [22] yields our condition (ii). By Lemma 1 we have (iii)=^(iv), q.e.d. 
Proof. Lemma 4 shows that j(X 9 Y; C)=k(X, Y; C). Therefore Lemma 1 and 2 provide Corollary 5.2. L. O'Carroll's idea in [12] of bounding the intersection multiplicity j(X, F; C) is indeed a key assumption in some of our above results. We therefore want to investigate such bounds. 
that \JX t \J U Yj is contained in an (n-t)-plane but not lying in an (n-t-V)-
1=1 y=i plane. We assume that t^e(X, Y)-c. Then we get j(X 9 Y; C) = k(X, Y; C)
Moreover, if C is an irreducible component ofXRY then we obtain: and we have equality if and only if the local rings O x ,c
an^ @Y,C are Cohen-
Macaulay.
Proof. Let /(C) be the defining prime ideal of C. Using our notations of § 1 we see that /(C)+c is a prime ideal belonging to a c +l n -e+c . Let 2 J2 &c+ln-e+c be the primary ideal belonging to /(C)+c. We now consider the intersection algorithm in the join construction as developed in § 1. Moreover, take this algorithm with respect to the localization at J(C)+c. Then we get We discuss in conclusion some examples and open questions. In connection with our remark after Lemma 3 of § 1 we want to study our first example. Then F is given by the following prime ideal
The defining equations of X are given by (/(F), X Q ) modulo X 0 . Therefore X is arithmetically Cohen-Macaulay and degree X=4 since F has these properties. Since 5 F; C)=l(X 9 Y; C)=3. Moreover, we have length 0^f Cl =2 since 7(Ci) = ). These properties yield our claim, q.e.d.
We will study again an example of the intersection of 3 surfaces in F 3 . We will obtain two extra (non-isolated) intersection points counted with multiplicities. The third example shows again that non-isolated intersection points of 3 surfaces in JP 3 have not always multiplicities in our intersection theory. Moreover, this example establishes also our theorems 1,2,4 and our remark below. Finally., we want to state two problems.
Problem I (see also [20] ). Let X and Y be reduced and irreducible subschemes of P n k such that the union X U Y is not lying in a hyperplane. Describe contributions of non-isolated components of X fl Y to the intersection theory.
Remark.
If X or Y is not reduced then our paper does provide some resuits on contributions of non-isolated components to intersection theory. A reason for this is the following fact:
Let C be an irreducible component of X fl Y. It is well-known that dim C^dim X+dim Y~ n .
But this lower bound is not sharp in general (see the first proof of this bound given in [23] ). Indeed, we have the following correction term: Let a and b homogeneous ideals of the polynomial ring k[X 0 , °°°,X n ], Let p be a minimal prime ideal belonging to a+b. Then we get for the (homogeneous) dimension: In this sense we can replace the condition e= 0 for a proper intersection by the assumption e = dim k [Rad a fl Rad b^ (see, e.g., our theorems 1, 2, 4, 5) .
Problem 2 (see also [17] ). Give an arithmetic version of Bezout's theo-rem. However, Christophe Soule informed me during the international congress of mathematicians in Kyoto that he has now an approach for solving this problem. Therefore we want to state an extended problem:
Describe a refined Bezout's theorem (see our lemma 1 of § 1) in algebraic and arthmetic geometry.
